DragonFlyBSD - Bug #2613
Distcc from DPorts is somewhat broken
12/14/2013 07:15 AM - shamaz
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Description

Hi there! I use distcc to parallel dports building to 2 DragonFly BSD
machines. The bad thing is that dports version of distcc itself is broken.
To solve this problem one must add old pkgsrc distcc patches to dports and
rebuild distcc again.
I am not sure if all patches are really needed, but this one (which
implements sendfile) is crucial:
http://gitweb.dragonflybsd.org/pkgsrcv2.git/blob/refs/heads/pkgsrc-2013Q1:/devel/distcc/patches/patch-ab
So I cp'd it to /usr/dports/devel/distcc/files/patch-src-sendfile.c and
distcc works now fine.
Can someone do the same in dports git repo?
History
#1 - 12/17/2013 07:03 AM - ahuete.devel
Hi,
Apparently there is a solution for this.
Checking with caller.
Cheers,
Antonio Huete
2013/12/14 :
>
> Issue #2613 has been reported by shamaz.
>
> ---------------------------------------> Bug #2613: Distcc from DPorts is somewhat broken
> http://bugs.dragonflybsd.org/issues/2613
>
> * Author: shamaz
> * Status: New
> * Priority: Normal
> * Assignee:
> * Category:
> * Target version:
> ---------------------------------------> Hi there! I use distcc to parallel dports building to 2 DragonFly BSD
> machines. The bad thing is that dports version of distcc itself is broken.
>
> To solve this problem one must add old pkgsrc distcc patches to dports and
> rebuild distcc again.
>
> I am not sure if all patches are really needed, but this one (which
> implements sendfile) is crucial:
>
> http://gitweb.dragonflybsd.org/pkgsrcv2.git/blob/refs/heads/pkgsrc-2013Q1:/devel/distcc/patches/patch-ab
>
> So I cp'd it to /usr/dports/devel/distcc/files/patch-src-sendfile.c and
> distcc works now fine.
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>
> Can someone do the same in dports git repo?
>
>
> -> You have received this notification because you have either subscribed to it, or are involved in it.
> To change your notification preferences, please click here: http://bugs.dragonflybsd.org/my/account

#2 - 12/28/2013 10:15 AM - marino
- Assignee set to marino

#3 - 01/15/2014 03:58 AM - marino
- Status changed from New to Closed

Okay, the latest dports should have an equivalent fix for distcc.
You have to make deinstall; make clean; make install to get it.
In the future, the best place to report dports issues is:
https://github.com/DragonFlyBSD/DPorts/issues
We're trying to keep bugs@ about the operating system rather than ports/packages
John
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